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Burst
Burst: Run 2214
Date: 17 July 2014
Hare: Good Licker
Venue: Bukit Gambier, Chinese Temple
A run setter’s story!
Bukit Gambier is forever changing with monstrous concrete buildings and diggers on the road leading to
the runsite.
I was surprised Sai Seng was alone as the GM had chosen 9.30am to meet as she was also to help set the
run. It seems the GM had texted him around 3.30am saying she was somewhat inebriated and couldn’t
make it. He was lucky he got a text as she had left Silentman and myself waiting the last time as she forgot
to press ‘send’ in her stupor!!!
We set off up the stairs at the rear of the temple only to be confronted by many paper trails set by other
Chapters, making it look as though Christmas had arrived early. With both of us leading in turn and
stopping to give direction to the trail, we ended up skirting the slope on the Delima side of the hill. Up and
down we went with Sai Seng’s cutters coming in very useful on many occasions.
The trail was a mix of old, new and tough in places, as the roots had a way of forever finding your feet to
trip you up!! But on we went until we realised that if we went on any further we would meet the paper
from last week’s run, which we did. This was about an hour after we started and so we decided to take the
same “On Up” as we did on Molly’s run.
As I struggled up the slope, I slipped and started a mini landslide as rocks and earth tumbled down the
hillside. Sai Seng , for all his size, was pretty nimble to get out of the way. Finally after a stiff climb we hit
the ridge and ......SHOCK!!! HORROR!!! It was littered with hash paper!!!!! It was everywhere and I do wish
hashers would clip on the leaves and not on the tree trunks or litter the ground.
As we progressed the ridge I was about to take another step when I spotted a colourful red/brown
“shoelace” about a eighteen inches long lying across the track. On closer inspection we realised it was a
snake but it was so motionless we originally thought it was dead. Not taking any chances Sai Seng got a
branch and carefully lifted it and still it remained motionless but it revealed a zigzag pattern underneath
like a ladder. He put it on a branch out of the way but after he had deposited it it moved at last. It dropped
to the ground and slithered away.
We continued along the ridge but instead of the normal way down the track back to the temple, we went
right and came down some slippery and steep terrain further over but this too was annoyingly littered in
hash paper and I’m sure even the near sighted would complain!! Finally we skirted the bottom of the hill
and back to the runsite.
In all it was a short run really, about 3.1Km altogether but it did give a good work out!!

Just a pity about all the paper though!!!
By
Jesbir

Circle

Guests Welcomed- Susan, Peter Juicy2, Ganesa, Dick and
Ah Lye (Bon Voyage to Susan and Peter who is leaving
for home
soon)

Next, Sai Seng on the ice- "Ladies Beware!!" Make sure
you zip your shorts/trousers. Sai Seng caught Mem
Shabib trousers" unzipped" in the open

Charges saw Goodyear iced the SCB- Mother Hen, Silent
Man and
beauty Queen
doing
a
shorter
run
using their "Brains"

Benz next, for leaving his wrapped bread in the GM's
orange bag since last week run and according to him,
it's still fresh and eatable..and he got it from
Tesco..So now, do you know where to buy fresh bread to
can last a week?

Lastly, Hare were Thanked for a good short to medium
run and good fried
BeeHoon.

HARE OF THE day

Good Licker……
Thanks to Good Licker
for a good food and run...good night

Other Photos

Goodyear with his buddies

What are they looking at???

Kim Looi is doing her “Cempedak break dance”

Enjoying the nice breeze and scenery

Run 2215- 24th July 2014 –G-String –Youth Park
New Carpark

Run No.

Hareline
2014
Date Hare/Bunny

Venue

2215

24-Jul

Elisa

2216

31-Jul

Toddy Tan

2217

07-Aug

Mark Chong

Youth Park
New car park
Island Glades
Chinese
Temple
Ayer Itam Dam

2218

14-Aug

Kim Looi

Beverly Hill

2219

21--Aug

Bibi Tulips

Charlie Market

2220

28-Aug

Hair Do

2221

04-Sep

Jaya

Shamrock
Island Glades
Chinese
Temple

2222

11-Sep

Kissing(h)er

2223

18-Sep

Grandma

Bonsai

2224

25-Sep

Whatever

Leader Garden

16-Oct

Grasshopper

August 2014
30th August
Slim River HHH 30th Anniversary Celebration Run
Registration fee RM60
Closing date :- 31st July 2014
Person to contact:- Hon On Sex
S.M.Sandra Tel:- 0129020429

September 2014
20th September
Hash House Harriers Batu Gajah –Perak
35th Anniversary Run.
RM 80
Contacts: Taliban 0125222610 email: ipohhhh@gmail.com
William 0165928901 email: wthiam8562@yahoo.com
Cheah 0124333650 email: nyukphin@gmail.com

November 2014
O2O Kedah Tengah 4H 7th Anniversary ‘Gatai Run’Celebration
Early Bird Registration :
RM60.00 p/pax (not later than 30th June &
limited to 300 pax only (whichever comes first
RM80.00 p/pax ( 1st July ~ 15th October )
RM100.00 ( 16th October onwards – freebies not guaranteed) Please contact
the following should you have any enquiries:

OC:

Tei Poey Eong

0124946503

Rough Rider

GM:

Chin Ah Lek

0174866398

Big Sound

On Sec Annie Lee

0124142622

Any Cawan

Inter On Sec Lim Swee Aun

0165260399

Highwayman

December 2014
4th Penang Rainforest Hash Challenge
13th December 2014-06-08
Organizing Chapter : Penang Hash House Harriers & Harriets [PH4]
Registration Fee : Malaysian hashers – RM100.00
:Overseas Hashers - USD50.00
After 13th November 2014 Registration Fees will be RM120.00 .Goodies not Guaranteed
Person to contact : Our Vgm Beauty Queen / On sex : Camel toe

March 2015
14th March
FTAC 15th Anniversary Run –Beach Party
Registration:Early Bird before 30th September 2014 RM80
After 30th September 2014 RM100

Closing Date 31st December 2014
Please let the On sex (Camel Toe) know if you want to
join.

By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the
organisers or any affiliated individual responsible for any injury or mishap that mhappen
to you

